solutioncontainment.com

Frequently
Asked
Questions
HOW IS IT a cost effective
SOLUTION?

fastest set up WITH
ONE-STEP LIFT & LOCK TM

Our models improve field productivity
and save labor costs. The cutting -edge
design requires just one person to
move and operate the unit, allowing
more time to perform critical work
while reducing man hours on site.

No other cart on the market
is ready to use faster than a
Solution Containment unit.
Simply roll it into place, lock
the wheels, and raise the
tent in one swift move.

What makes it Unique?

what about air quality
and safety?
Infection control is our #1 priority.
Our HEPA filtration system is DOP
tested to perform at an efficiency
of 99.97% filtering all monodispersed particulates 0.3 microns
or larger, keeping pathogens
and dust fully contained.

DO I NEED A HEPA10 or HEPA13?

Our innovative design delivers best-in-class
functionality - and our proprietary ONE- STEP LIF T
& LOCK TM mechanism means better efficiency.
Top-tier filtration generates the specific negative
air pressure required to mitigate harmful airborne
particulates, capturing dust and debris to ensure
safer air quality. The sleek design easily fits through
corridors and elevators, providing a slim, easy-clean,
unobtrusive profile.

This depends largely on the facility where
the unit will be used. Do you have taller than 10’
ceilings? The HEPA13 reaches up to 13’ ceiling
heights. Do you want a clear viewing panel on
one or both sides? The HEPA10 has solutions for
variable access. Still can’t decide? We offer
incentives for quantity purchases - with both
units, you’re covered for all possibilities.

WALLS AND
NON-MARKING WHEELS

What size ladders
FIT INSIDE A SOLUTION?

The 360 o rotating casters are made
of a hard rubber material that won’t
scuff or leave black marks on floors.
The unit’s streamlined profile has no
protuberances to scratch walls or to
catch on passersby.

The HEPA10 can fit a 6 ft.
ladder fully extended. The
HEPA13 can accommodate
a 6, 8 or 10 ft. ladder. Both
models can be locked with a
folded ladder stored inside.

where and how is it delivered?
We ship anywhere in the contiguous 48 states. Our
units are locked, covered, and loaded in speciallyconstructed crates, and then shipped via an air-ride
trucking service to ensure they arrive in perfect
working order, ready to be unpacked and go to work.
All Solution Containment units are proudly fabricated
in the United States.

what extra parts
are required?
Units arrive fully assembled with
everything necessary to use
the system - just attach the
telescoping tent the first time. That
said, we do sell extra parts if you
want spares on hand.

DURABILITY: HOW LONG does
THE HEPA10/HEPA13 last?
Solution Containment units are built to last
a long time. The carbon steel, hard-sided
construction withstands the rigors of the work
environment - many of our units are still in the
field 10+ years after purchase, providing
long -term functionality and ROI.

